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Here is some notation, briefly. Z denotes an interval of the real line R. 
Let 7 be a linear ordinary differential expression with C”(Z) coefficients, of 
integer order n > 0, which is defined on Z, and let 7 + denote its formal 
adjoint. For any linear ordinary differential expression [, let T,(c) denote 
its closed minimal operator and let T,(c) denote its (closed) maximal 
operator. If it is important to specify the interval, we write T,([, I), 
i= 0, 1. For any operator T, 9(T) denotes its domain. If S is a densely 
defined symmetric operator whose adjoint is S*, let 9*(S*) = 
{fe %s*) I s*(f) = + if}. 
In an effort to extract information about dim 9*( T,(m+)) from 
information about 9(T,(t+z)), we consider the operators T,(z+) T,(T) 
and T,(z + ) T,(z). This paper proves the following properties of these 
operators: 
1. T,(z + ) T,,(z) is a closed, symmetric, finite dimensional extension 
of T,,(z +7), and its adjoint is T,(T + ) T,(T), which is a restriction of 
T1(r+t). 
2. The deficiency indices of To(z+) T,(z) are a lower bound for the 
deficiency indices of T,,(zz+ ). In fact, 
dimg,(T,(s) T1(7+))=dim9(T,(7+))/9(T,,(7+)) 
= dim WTl(WW%(~N 
=dim CBk(T,(7+) T,(t)). 
3. Let I’, I” G I be two subintervals, each of positive or infinite 
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length, such that Z’u Z” =Z, and such that Z’n I” is a point. Then, a 
Kodaira-like formula is valid: 
2n+dim~~(T,(z+,Z)T,(z,Z))=dim~~(T,(z+,Z’)T,(z,~‘)) 
+ dim g*( T,(r+, Z”) T,(r, Z”)). 
The first two results above have precedents in work of Kauffman, Read, 
and Zettl [4, Theorems 11.4.2, V.2.2, V.2.61 which assumes that the range 
of T,,(z) is closed and that Z has a fixed end point. The present work uses 
neither assumption. 
PRELIMINARIES 
If &? is an abstract Hilbert space with elements f, g, we most often let 
(f, g) denote the inner product in %‘. 
Z denotes an interval of positive or infinite length of the real line, R. We 
adopt the usage of [ 1, p. 12791 and say that Z has end points a, b, where 
-co<a<b<co.Ifasatislies -co<a<coandaEZ,thenaisafixedend 
point of I; otherwise, a is a free end point of I. 
In L2(Z), (f, g), denotes the inner product 
CL g>,= ~,fW .gtt) dt. 
For convenience, we often write (f, g). Let T, with domain g(T), be an 
operator acting in the Hilbert space J?. Then $3(T) with the operator inner 
product 
Cf,gl,= (f,g)+ (T(f), T(g)) 
is a (complete) Hilbert space if, and only if, T is a closed operator. Often, 
for convenience, we omit the subscript T. 
Let h(x) be a continuous function on Z. We remark that any function 
G(x) which satisfies G’(x) = h(x) must differ from 
s x h(t) dt (for some x,EZ) x0 
by a constant, and hence is absolutely continuous on compact subintervals 
of I. Let n be a positive integer. It follows from the last remark that if f is 
a function with n derivatives such that f(“-‘) is absolutely continuous on 
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compact subintervals, then f, f’, . . ..fcne2) are continuous with continuous 
derivatives. Let z denote a formal differential expression 
~=u~(,,($~+u.-,(,,(~~-‘+ . . . +u,(r)$ u,(t) 
which is defined on Z, where {uO( ), . . . . a,( )} c C”(Z), and u,(t) # 0, for 
t E I. If f is a function with n continuous derivatives, such that f’“- ‘) is 
absolutely continuous on compact subintervals of Z, then z(f) has a natural 
meaning: CT=0 u,(t)(d/dr)‘f(t). Let z + denote the formal adjoint of t. If f 
is a function with n derivatives uch that f’“- ‘) is absolutely continuous on 
compact subintervals of Z, then the action of z + on f is given by 
r’(f)(t)=(-1)” -$ “M~)fw)+(-1)“-’ -&o- d n-1 0 (an- I(f)f(t ) 
+ . . . - f (aI(t + u,(t)f(z), 
where u,(t) denotes the function whose values are the complex conjugates 
of the values of u,(t). Following [ 1, p. 12861, we express z+ as 
T+ =b.(t)(~~+h,-,(l)($)n-I+ . . . +b,(r)-$+h,(t), 
where b,(t)=C~=i(-l)k(r)(d/dt)k-iu,(t). 
Also, (z + ) + = z [ 1, X111.2.61. 
If f is a function on Z with 2n derivatives such that f”“- ‘) is absolutely 
continuous on compact subintervals, then the action of r+z on f is given 
by first applying r to f, and then applying z + to z(f). Similarly for tr +. 
W:(Z) denotes the subset of L’(Z) whose elements f have compact 
support in the interior of Z, such that f(“- ‘) is absolutely continuous on all 
compact subintervals and such that f’“’ E L2(Z). 
W”(Z) denotes the subset of L2(Z) whose elements f satisfy: f("- l) is 
absolutely continuous on all compact subintervals and fw E L2(Z). 
W:(Z) denotes the subset of L2(Z) whose elements f satisfy: f("-'1 is 
absolutely continuous on all compact subintervals and z(f) E L’(Z). 
Let z I W:(Z) denote the operation z on the domain W;(Z). We let 
T,(z, I) denote the closure of z 1 W:(Z). This is the minimal operator for z. 
T,(z, I) denotes the operation r on the domain W:(Z). This is the maximal 
operator for z. T,(T, I) is a closed operator. Often, for convenience, we 
write T,(r) or T,(z). 
T,(?+) is the adjoint of T,(z) [l, X111.2.10]. Also, T,(z+)* = (T,(z)*)* 
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is the smallest closed operator which contains T,(r) [5, p. 3051. But T,(r) 
is closed. Thus, T,(r+)* = T,,(r). 
If S is a closed, densely defined, symmetric operator acting in a Hilbert 
space, then S* denotes its adjoint; let 9*(S*) denote the deficiency spaces 
of S*: 9*(S*) = {f~ 9(S*) : S*(f) = + if}. The following is true (see, for 
example, [l, X11.4.101): 
iqs*)=~(s)@~+(s*)o~~(s*), (1) 
where orthogonality refers to the operator inner product for S*. 
Dim 9+(S*) are the positive and negative deficiency indices of S. If S is 
semi-bounded, then dimQ+(S*)=dim%(S*) [1,X11.4.13(a) with 
X11.5.2]. T,,(r+r) and T,,(rr+) are both semi-bounded (in fact, non- 
negative): note, for example, that r +r ) W:(I) is non-negative (integration 
by parts) and then conclude that its closure T,(r +r) is non-negative 
[ 1, x11.5.23. 
Later, we use the concept of quotient vector space. If V is a vector space 
over the complex numbers C, and if W is a subspace of V, then we consider 
the quotient vector space V/W. Its vectors are the cosets v + W, where 
VE V, and its addition is defined as 
(0, + W) + (v* + W) = (v, + v*) + w. 
Its additive identity is the element 0 + W= W, and vi + W= v2 + W if, and 
only if, vi - v2 E W. If c E C, then scalar multiplication in V/W is defined by 
c. (v + W) = c . v + W. For more details, see, for example, [2, pp. 133-1341. 
The dimension n of V/W is the maximum number of vectors which are 
linearly independent, module W. 
If T and S are two operators acting in a Hilbert space, and if T I> S, we 
let [T : S] denote the dimension of the quotient vector space g(T)/@(S). 
If S is closed, densely defined, and symmetric, then Eq. (1) says that 
[S* : S] = dim 9+(S*) + dim %(S*). (2) 
For all definitions not given here, the reader may consult [ 11, especially 
Chapter XIII. 
FORMULAS COMPARING THE OPERATORS To(~ AND T,(7) T,(z+) 
Remark 1. Let IG R be an interval. Let 7 be a formal differential 
expression of order n which is defined on Z. Then 7 + r and 77 + are both 
formally symmetric formal differential expressions of order 2n, which are 
defined on I. As noted above, both T,(7 ‘7) and T,(tt ’ ) are non-negative 
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operators. Thus, the deficiency indices of T,(r +r) are equal, as are those -of 
TO(zz + ). 
DEFINITION 2. Let S, with domain g(S), and T, with domain 9(T), be 
two operators in a Hilbert space. Define 
9( TS) = (f~ 9(S) : S(f) E 9(T)}. 
If fE C@( TS), define TS(f) = T(S(f)). 
Both T,(z) and T,(z+) are closed operators. We show below that 
T,(z+) T,(z) is closed, and that (T,(z+) T,(z))* = T,(z+) T,(z). This is in 
contrast to the general case: if T and S are arbitrary closed operators, then 
TS need not be closed, and (TS)* need not be S*T* (though it is true that 
(TS)* =, S*T* [5, p. 3003). 
THEOREM 3. (From [ 1, first paragraph of proof of X111.6.21.) Let Y? be 
a Hilbert space, let S be a closed subspace of X, and let F be a finite 
dimensional subspace of X. Then S + F is closed. 
THEOREM 4. Let I c R be an interval. Let z be a formal differential 
expression which is defined on I. Then 
1. T,,(?+z)c T,,(z+) T,,(t), 
2. [T,(z+) T,(z): T,(z+z)] -C CO, and 
3. T,,(r +) T,(z) is closed, symmetric, and non-negative. 
Proof We show that g( T,,(z+r)) c g( T,(z)). Let f E C#( T,(z +7)). Then 
there is ($m} c W?(Z) such that 4, -f and 7+7(t,h,) + T,,(z+T)(f). Given 
E > 0, there is a natural number A4 such that 1, m > M entails IId,,, - 4J < E 
and ll7+7(4,) - 7 +z(qS,)ll < E. Thus, 
I (7+7(hl- dJ, An -$,>I G l17+7(hI -4,)ll . II(hn-ddll < E2. 
This is to say 
7 +7(&n - h) . (4, - 4,) dt < 8’ 
s 17(&n - 4Jl’ dt < e2 (integration by parts). I 
Thus, (7Wm)) . is a cauchy sequence in L2(Z). Then fe 9(T,(7)) and 
T,(z)(f) = lim 7(4,). 
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We show that T,(r)(f) E 9( T,,(r +)) . (r(d,)} G W;(Z), because {bm} E 
W:(Z), and because all the coefficients of z belong to Cm(Z). From the 
previous paragraph, ~(4,) --) T,(r)(f). Also, since r+t(b,) + T,-,(r+r)(f), 
we have r+(r(d,)) = r+r($,) + To(~+~)U-1. Thus, T,,(T)(~) E ~(T,(T + )I, 
and Tdz + 1 To(~)(f) = Tdz +~)(f). 
To summarize the preceding two paragraphs, 
T,(T+T)c T,(rf) T,(t). (3) 
To show that T,,(r+) T,,(r) is a closed operator, note that T,(r)* = 
T,(r+). Thus T,(z+) T,(r) is self-adjoint [S, p. 3121. From Definition 2, 
and the fact that 7’,(t ‘) E T,(z+ ), we have 
TO(T + 1 T,(T) 5 T,(T + 1 TO(T). (4) 
From lines (3) and (4) T,(T+~) c T,(z+) T,(z) c T,(z+) T,(z). Taking 
adjoints yields 
Tl(z+z)= T,(z+z)* 2 (T,,(z+) T,(z))* 2 (T,(t+) T,(z))* = T,(z+) T,(z). 
(5) 
Lines (3), (4) and (5) yield 
This shows that T,,(z+) T,(z) is a finite dimensional extension of T,,(r+z). 
Equivalently, g(T,,(z+) T,(T)) is a finite dimensional extension of 
CS(T,(z+t)), which is a closed subspace of the Hilbert space consisting of 
the set 9(T,(~+t)) with its operator inner product. Theorem 3 now 
shows that ~(T,(z+) T,(t)) is a closed subspace of 9(T,(z+z)). Hence, 
T,(z+) T,,(z) is a closed operator. 
To see that T,,(T + ) T,(z) is non-negative and symmetric, note that 
To(zt) T,(z) is a restriction of T,(r+) TO(z), which is non-negative, and 
self-adjoint [ 1, X11.7.1 (c)l, whence symmetric. Q.E.D. 
Remark 5. Since T,(z ’ ) T,(z) is non-negative, its deficiency indices are 
(d, d), where d is a non-negative integer. As noted in the Preliminaries, 
T,,(z+r) is non-negative, so that it has deficiency indices (D, D), where D 
is a non-negative integer. We see from relation (6) that 
[T~(T+T): T,,(T+T)] > [(To(t+) T,(z))*: To(z+) T,(z)]. 
Thus, using Eq. (2), we get D B d. 
Remark 6. Here, orthogonal will be with respect to an operator inner 
product of the form [S, g] = (f, g) + ( T(f), T(g) ), for some operator T. 
As before, r is a formal differential expression defined on an interval Zc R. 
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By the general theory of Hilbert spaces, [Tl(r): T,(r)] = 
dim(g( T,(r)) 0 g( T,,(z))). According to [ 1, the second paragraph of the 
proof of X111.2.271, dim(s(T,(z)) 0 g(T,(z))) is equal to the number of 
linearly independent solutions of the equation 
T,(z+) T,(r)(u)= --v. 
Thus, [T,(T): T,,(z)] < co. 
(7) 
LEMMA 7. Let z be a formal differential expression which is defined on 
an interval ZG R. Then 
CT,(z): To(~)1 =CT,(z+): To(~ 
Proof: Let f#O, and let it satisfy 
T,(z+) T,(z)(u)= -v. (8) 
Then T,(z)(f) #O, because T,(r)(f) = 0 and T,(z+) T,(r)(f) = -f would 
entail f= 0, which contradicts f# 0. This shows that T,(7), restricted to the 
solution space of Eq. (8), is one-one. 
Similarly, let g # 0, and let it satisfy 
T,(7) T,(z+)(u)= -u. (9) 
Then T,(z+)(g) ~0. This shows that T,(z+), restricted to the solution 
space of Eq. (9), is one-one. 
Let f be as above. We show that T,(z)(f) satisfies Eq. (9). Both f and 
Td7Kf) E UZ), and 
T,(7) T1(7+) (T,(7)(f)1= T,(7) {T,(7+) W7U)) 
= T,(7)( -f) = - T,(7)(f). 
Moreover, the restriction of T,(7) to the solution space of Eq. (8) is 
one-one. Thus, the number of linearly inependent solutions to Eq. (9) must 
be greater than, or equal to, the number of linearly independent solutions 
to Eq. (8). Remark 6 now shows that [T,(z+): T,,(z+)] 2 [T,(z): T,,(7)]. 
Recall that (7 + ) + = 7. Reverse the roles of 7 and 7 + to conclude that 
[T,(7): To(7112 CT,(7+): TO(~ Q.E.D. 
In the following theorem and lemma, orthogonality refers to the operator 
inner product Cf, 81 = CL g> + <S*(f), S*(g)). 
THEOREM 8. (From [l, X11.4.12(b)].) Let S, with dense domain 9(S), 
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be a closed symmetric operator in a Hilbert space. Let G be a closed 
subspace of g+ (S*) @ % (S*). Then S* 1 3Cs) e G is self-adjoint if, and only 
if, G is the graph of an isometry mapping all of 9+ (S*) onto all of %(S*). 
LEMMA 9. Let S, with dense domain g(S), be a closed symmetric 
operator in a Hilbert space with inner product (f, g>. Let A be a self-adjoint 
extension of S. Then 
$.[S*:S]=[S*:A]=[A:S]=dim9,(S*). 
Proof: Because S has a self-adjoint extension, dim g+(S*) = 
dim %(S*) [ 1, X11.4.13(a)]. This, and line (2), show that 
[S*:S]=2.dim9+(S*). (10) 
By the previous theorem, g(A) = 9(S) 0 G, where G is the graph of an 
isometry from 9+(S*) to 9-(S*). Thus 
[A:S]=dimG. (11) 
Let V: 9+(S*) + %(S*) denote the isometry. If g E G, there is 
dEg+(S*) such that g=d+ V(d)=(l+ V)(d). 
The map (1 + V) : 9+ (S*) + G is onto. 
Let d E ker(1 + V). Then d + V(d) = 0, yielding d = - V(d). But 
- V(d) E 9- (S*), which entails [d, - V(d)] =O. Thus [d, d] = 
[d, - V(d)] = 0. Thus d = 0. So ker(1 + V) = (0). 
Since 1 + V is onto and one-one, dim G = dim 9+ (S*). From this, and 
from Eqs. (10) and (1 l), deduce that [S*:S]=2.[A:S]= 
2 . dim 9+(S*). The rest of the lemma now follows from the equation 
[S*:S]=[S*:A]+[A:S]. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 10. Let z be a formal differential expression, which is defined on 
an interval IC R. Then 
CT,(z+) T,(z): T,(z+) Td7)1= CT,(z): Td~)l. 
Proof: Let n denote the order of z. Then t+~ has order 2n. As in 
Remark 6, m = [T,(z): T,(z)] equals the number of linearly independent 
solutions of T,(z+) T,(z)(v)= -v. This number does not exceed 2n. 
There are m linearly independent functions rl, . . . . r, which satisfy 
T,(s+) T,(r)(v)= -v. Span{r,, . . . . r,} = WTdt)) 0 W To(t)), where 
orthogonality refers to the operator inner product for T,(t). Thus, 
lr rm> 1 , ..., are linearly independent, modulo 9( T,(z)). Because 
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WTl(Z’) T,(z)) GWTO(T))> {h, .a-, r,} are linearly independent, modulo 
g(T,(r+) T,(r)). Also, {rl, . . . . r,} ~58(Tr(z+ T,(r)). Thus, 
CT,(z): To(~)1 G lITI T,(z): Tt(r+) To(r 
To derive the reverse inequality, we consider the following map P from 
one quotient vector space to another, 
p* WT,bf) T,(T)) ---, WTl(T)) 
* g(T,(f+) To(r)) 9(To(r)) 
f+WT,(z+) Tcd~))++f+WTo(~))9 
where f is an element of C2( T,(z ’ ) T,(r)). The map is well 
defined because, first, g(T,(z+) T,(z)) E B(T,(z)), and second, 
W’W) W~))~W’&N. That ~(WT+) WW(G(~+) T&N is 
finite dimensional follows from relations (3), (4), and (5), and the fact that 
~(T,(z+?))/~(T,(r+z)) is finite dimensional (see Eqs. (1) and (2)). That 
g( T,(z))/9( T,(z)) is finite dimensional follows from Remark 6. To see that 
P is one-one, consider f+ 52( T,(r+ ) T,(z)) E ker P. Thus, f~ 5@( T,(z)). But 
sincefEs(T,(r+) T,(z)), thenfEG@(T,(z+) T,,(t)); that is, 
Thus, P is one-one. Since both its domain and range are finite dimensional, 
we conclude that [T,(r+) T,(r): T,(r+) T,(z)] < [T,(T): T,(z)]. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 11. Let z be a formal differential expression which is defined on 
an interval Zc R. Then 
CT,(r+) T,(t): Tcdz+) T,(z)1 = CT,(7+) T,(r): T,(r+) To(~ 
Proof: We have two chains of subspaces: 
WT,(t+) T,(~))l~(T,(~+) To(T))~WTO(T+) TO(T))> (12) 
and 
g(T,(r+) T,(t))2WTo(r+) T,(~))~WT,(T+) To(t)). (13) 
Tl(tf) T,(t) and T,(z+) T,(z) are both self-adjoint extensions of 
T,(z + ) T,(z), which is a closed, non-negative, symmetric, and densely 
defined operator (see Lemma 4). Let the deficiency indices of T,(r+) T,(z) 
be (d, d). We use Lemma 9, with T,,(r+) T,(r) as the symmetric operator. 
Lemma 9, with the self-adjoint T,(r+) T,(z), yields 
$[(T&+) T,(z))*:T,(z+)T,(r)]=[T,(z+)T,,(z): T,(r+ T,,(T)]=~. 
(14) 
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Lemma 9, with the self-adjoint T,(r+) T,(z), yields 
$. [(T,(T+) T,(7))*: T,(7+) T,(s)] = [T(Jz+) T,(t): To(r+) T,(z)] =a! 
(15) 
Equations (14) and (15) yield 
d= [T,(z+) T,(z): T()(z+) T,(7)] = [To(z+) T,(7): T,(zf) T,(z)]. (16) 
From chain (12), we have 
CTI(7+) T,(7): To(7+) T,(7)]- CTI(7+) T,(7): To(7+) T,(7)] 
= CT,(7+) T,(7): T,(7+) T,(7)]. 
This and Eq. (16) yield 
CT,(7+) T,(7): 7’0(7+) 7,0(7)1-d= CT,(7+) T,(7): T,(7+) TO(~)]. (17) 
Chain (13), Eq. (16), and the same procedure yield 
CT,(7+) T,(7): T,(T+) T,(7)]-d= CT,(7+) T,(7): To(7+) T,(7)]. (18) 
Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 12. Let 7 be a formal differential expression defined on an 
interval I G R. Then 
[T,(7): T,(7)] 2 CTo(7+) T,(7): To(7+) T,(7)]. 
Proof Clearly, T,(7+) T,(7) 3 T,(7+) T,(7) 2 T,(z+) T,,(7). From the 
first assertion of Theorem 4, T,(z+) T,,(t) 2 T,(7+7). Taking adjoints (and 
recalling that T,(z)* = Tl(7+) and T,,(z+)* = T,(z)) yields [S, p. 3121 
T,(7+7)=(To(7+7))*2(To(7+) T,(z))*zT,(z+) T,(z). 
Thus, 
Tl(7+7)3 T,(z+) T,(z)? T,(z+) T,(z)2 T,(z+) T,,(z)2 T,(7+7). (19) 
In particular, [To(7+) T,(z): T,(z+) T,,(7)] c 00. 
Further, that [T,(z): T,(r)] < CO follows from Remark 6. 
We consider the following map P from one quotient vector space to 
another: 
p. 99(Tcl(7+) T,(7)) --f WT,(T)) 
* wTo(T+ 1 T,(7)) WTo(7)) 
f+%T,(T+) T,(~))++~+HT~(T)), 
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where fe 9(7’47+) T,(z)). The map is well defined because, first, 
wTo(7+) T1(7))cWT1(7)), and second, g( T,(7 + ) T,(z)) c 9( T,(z)). 
To see that P is one-one, choose f+ 9(7’,(7+) T,,(t)) E ker P. Then 
f~ !ZJ( T,(z)). But since fe ~(T,(z+) T,(7)), then f~ g( T,,(z+ ) T,(7)); that 
is, 
f+WTo(7+) ~0(7))=O+9(~cl(7+) T,(7)). 
Thus, P is one-one. Since both domain and range are finite dimensional, 
the lemma follows. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 13. Let 7 be a formal differential expression which is defined 
on an interval IE R. Then 
1. (To(7+) T,(z))* = T,(r+) T,(7), and 
2. (T,(T+) T,(T))* = T,,(z+) T,,(T). 
Proof From Theorem 4, T,(z+) T,(T) is a closed, symmetric, non- 
negative, and densely defined operator. Thus, it has deficiency indices 
(d, d), where d is a non-negative integer. 
Evidently, 
T,(7+) T,(T)~ To(7+) T,(7). (20) 
Recall that T,-,(T+)* = T,(7), and that T,,(T)* = T,(z+). Thus, according to 
1% P. 3w, 
Thus, 
(T,(z+) T,(z))* 2 T,(z)* T,(z+)* = Tl(7+) T,(z). (21) 
d= C(To(7+) TO(~))*: To(7+) T,(T)] 2 CT,(7+) T,(7): To(7+) T,(7)] 
= [T,(7): T,(7)]> (22) 
where the first equality follows from Lemma 9 and the fact that 
T,,(o+) T,(7) is self-adjoint, the inequality is a consequence of line (21), 
and the final equality follows from Lemmas 10 and 11. Also, 
[T,(T): T,(7)] 2 CT,(7+) T,(7): To(7+) T,(7)] =4 (23) 
where the inequality follows from Lemma 12, and equality follows from the 
use of Lemma 9 with respect o the fact that T,(7+) T,(r) is a self-adjoint 
extension of the symmetric operator T,,(T + ) T,,(7). Thus, 
d= [T,(z): T,,(7)]. (24) 
505/98/l-10 
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We have 
= CT,(T+) T,(t): T,(T+) To(~)1 + CT,(r+) To(t): Tcl(t+) To(~ 
where the first equality follows from Lemma 9, and the inequality follows 
from lines (20) and (21). Now, from Lemma 10 and line (24), we have 
[T,(T+) T,(T): T,(T+) T,,(T)] = [T,(T): T,(t)] =d. (25) 
Further, Lemma 9 shows that 
[T,(T+) T,(T): T,(T+) T,(T)] =d. 
Thus, 
2d= C(To(z+) T,(T))*: To(t+) To(t)1 
2 [T,(T+) T,(T): T,,(T+) T,(r)] =2d. (26) 
From the preceding line, and lines (20) and (21), we deduce that 
(TO(r+) T,(r))* = T,(r+) T,(r), which is the first assertion of this theorem. 
Take the adjoint of the last equation to get 
(T,(T+) T,(T))* = (TcJ(T+) To(T))**. 
According to [S, p. 3051, (T,(r+) T,,(r))** is the smallest closed operator 
which contains T,(r+) T,,(r). By the results of Theorem 4, T,(r+) T,(r) is 
a closed operator. Therefore, 
(T,(T+) T,(T))* = To(T+) To(T). Q.E.D. 
Remark 14. T,(r+) T,(z) is a closed operator, under the hypotheses of 
the preceding theorem, because adjoint operators are closed. 
COROLLARY 15. Let z be a formal differential expression which is defined 
on an interval I E Iw. Then the folIowing are equal: 
1. CT,(T): To(~ 
2. L-T,(T+) T,(z): T,(T+) To(t 
3. IIT, T,(z): TAT+) T,(~)l, 
4. IIT, T,(T): TcdT+) To(T)I, 
5. [To(T+) T,(T): T&T+) To(T)], 
6. dim Qk(T,(~+) T,(T)), 
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7. CT,(r+): T&+)1, 
8. CT,(r) Tl(z+ 1: T,(z) To(r+ )I, 
9. CT,(r) Tl(z+ ): To(T) T,(z+ )I, 
10. CT,(z) To(z+): T,(T) T,(r+)l, 
11. CT,(z) T,(z+): To(z) To(~ 
12. dim g*(T,(z) T,(z+)). 
Proof 1. 1 = 2 follows from Lemma 10. 
2. 2 = 3 follows from Lemma 11. 
3. 4 = 5 follows from Eq. (16) in the proof of Lemma 11. 
4. 2 = 5 follows from lines (23) and (25) in the proof of Theorem 13. 
5. 5 = 6 follows from Lemma 9 and the fact that T,,(r+) T,,(z) is non- 
negative. 
6. 1 = 7 follows from Lemma 7. 
7. 7 = 8 = 9 = 10 = 11 = 12 follows from the immediately preceding 
arguments, but where we substitute r+ for r and use the fact that 
(z+)+ =z. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 16. Let z be a formal differential expression which is defined 
on an interval I G R. Then 
CT,(z+) T,(r): Tab+) T,(r)1 = CT,(r+): To( -I- CT,(r): T,(r)], 
=2. [T,(z+): To(z 
=2. [T,(T): T,(z)]. 
Proof: We have 
[T,(r+) T,(z): To(r+) T,(r)1 = CT,(z+) T,(r): Tcl(r+) T,(r)1 
+ cTcd~+) T,(z): To(z+) T,(r)]. 
Substitute, into the right side of this equation, the appropriate equalities 
from the preceding corollary. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 17. Let T be a formal differential expression which is defined 
on an interval IS R. Then 
dim(f~~+(T,(z+~)):z(f)EL2(Z)}=dim{f~~-(T,(z+?)):z(f)EL2(1)} 
=dim g&(T,(z+) r,(t)). 
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ProojI Since T,(z+) T,,(z) is non-negative, then 
dimg+(T,(r+) T,(r))=dim%(T,(t+) T,(z)). 
But feg*(T,(z+) T,(z)) if, and only if, f~ {gEg*(T,(z+z)): 
z(g) E L’(Z)} (where we rely on the Cm(Z) nature of the coefficients of z to 
ensure that z(f) E C”(Z)). Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 18. Let z be a formal differential expression which is defined 
on an interval Z c R. Then dim 9* (T, (zz + )) is greater than, or equal to, any 
item from Corollary 15. 
ProofI Use Corollary 17 (but reversing the roles of r and 7 + ) to see 
that dim 9,(T,(7) T,(T+)) is a lower bound for dim cB~(T,(TT+)). Then 
refer to Corollary 15. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 19. Let 7 be a formal dfferential expression which is defined 
on an interval ZE R. Then the following four statements are equivalent : 
1. T,(7+7)= T,(z+) T,(7), 
2. T,(7+7)= T,(T+) T,(t), 
3. [T,(7+7): T,(7+7)] =~.[T,(T): T,(T)], 
4. [T,(7+7): T,(r+7)] =2. [T,(T+): T&T+)]. 
ProoJ: 1 G- 2. We assume T,(t+z) = T,(T+) T,(z). Taking adjoints 
gives (T,(z+r))* = (T,(r+) T,(T))*. Use the fact that T,(t+r) = Tl(7+7)*, 
and Theorem 13, to get T,(7+7) = T,,(t+) T,,(r). 
2= 1. Reverse the above argument, but use the fact that 
T,(z+t)* = T,(7+7). 
la 3. If number 1 is true, then number 2 is also true. To get the 
desired result, make the appropriate substitutions into the left side of 
the conclusion of Corollary 16. 
3 + 2. From relation (19), we have 
To(7+7)c T,(z+) T,(T)G T,(t+) T,(T)& T,(z+o). (27) 
Also, 
[T,(7+7): TO(7+7)] <4n < CO. (28) 
From Corollary 16, we have 
CT,(7+) T,(7): Td7+) Td7)1=29CT,(7): TO(~ 
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Assuming that number 3 is true, the preceding equation yields 
[T,(z+) T,(r): T()(r+) T,(z)] = [T,(z+z): T,(z+r)]. 
This last equation, together with relations (27) and (28), yields 
T,(z+r)= T,(r+) T,(r), and T,(r+z)= T,(z+) T,(z). 
3 Q 4. This follows from Lemma 7. Q.E.D. 
Remark 20. It can happen that information about dimensions of exten- 
sions is more easily obtained when r is singular at only one end point than 
when z is singular at both end points. With this in mind, we continue with 
z defined on I c R with end points a < b, where --co < a < b < cc. Then we 
choose c E I such that u < c < b. Let I’ = [a, c] n I. Let I” = [c, b] n I. I 
and I” each have at least one fixed end point. 
We derive relations between [T,(r+, I) T,(z, I): T,(z+, I) T&, I)], and 
the analogous quantities which are defined on the two subintervals, I’ 
and I”. 
The following proposition is a slight adaptation of [ 1, X111.2.251. 
PROPOSITION 21. Let t be a formal differential operator, of order n, 
which is defined on an interval IC R with end points a < b. Let c E I such that 
a < c < b. Let I’ = In [a, c]. Let I” = In [c, b]. Then 
[T,(r, I): T,(T, I)] = [T,(T, I’): T,(z, I’)] + [T,(z, I”): T,(z, I”)] -2n. 
Proof: This proposition, for formally symmetric z, is proved as 
Corollary X111.2.25 of [l]. That proof depends not at all on the require- 
ment that r be formally symmetric, and applies as well to general z. Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 22. Let z be a formal differential operator. of order n, 
which is defined on an interval I E R with end points a c b. Let c E I 
such that a < c< b. Let I’= In [a, c]. Let I” = In [c, b]. Then 
CT,(z+, I) T,(z, I): T,(z+, I) T,(z+, I)] is equal to each of 
1. 2. [T,(z, I’): T,(T,I’)] +2. [T,(z, I”): T,,(z, I”)] -4n; 
2. 2. [T,(z+, I’): T&+,Z’)]+2.[T,(s+,I”): T,(r+,I”)]-4n; and 
3. CTl(z+, I’) T,(z, I’): TO(z+, I’) T,,(z, I’)] 
+ CT,(z+, I”) T,(z, I”): T,(r+, I”) T,(z, I”)] - 4n. 
Proof: To prove part 1: From the preceding proposition, 
2.[T,(z,I’): T,(z,I’)]+2.[T,(z,I”): T,,(z,I”)]-4n 
= 2 . [ T,(z, I): T,,(z, I)]. (29) 
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Then, from Corollary 16, 
CT,tz+, 1) T,tr, 0: To(r+, 4 Tote, ])I= 2. CT,(T, 0: Tdz, 01. (30) 
Equating the left sides of Eqs. (29) and (30) gives result 1. 
Part 2 follows from part 1 and from Corollary 15, parts 1 and 7. 
Part 3 follows from part 1, and from the fact that Eq. (30), in the proof 
of part 1, applies to I’ and I”, too. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 23. Under the hypotheses of the preceding proposition, 
2n+dimg,(T,(r+,Z) T,(z,Z))=dimSk(T,(r+,Z’) T,(qZ’)) 
+dim 9+(Tl(z+, Z”) T,(z, I”)). 
Proof According to Corollary 16 (where J= Z, I’, or Z”), 
CT,tr+, 4 T,tz, 4: Totr+, 4 Tots, 41= 2. CT,(z, 4: Tcdz, 41. 
Then use Corollary 15 to get 
CT,tr+, J) T,(T, J): T&z+, J) T,(z, .Z)] =2.dim 9+(Tl(z+, J) T,(q J)). 
Substitute this result, for .Z= Z, I’, and I”, into assertion 3 of the preceding 
proposition, and then divide both sides of the resulting equation by two. 
Q.E.D. 
Remark 24. Using the preceding proposition, the preceding corollary, 
and Corollary 18, we see that dim g*(T,(rt +, I)) is greater than, or equal 
to, each of 
1. [T,(z, I’): T,,(t, I’)] + [T,(z, I”): T,,(z, I”)] -2n; 
2. [Tl(t+, I’): T,,(z+, I’)] + [Tl(z+, I”): T,(r+, Z”)] -2n; 
3. 4. CT,tt+, I’) T,(z, I’): T,,(z+, I’) T,,(r, Z’)] 
+ ;- [T,(T+, Z”) T,(z, I”): T,(r+, I”) T,(r, Z”)] - 2n; and 
4. dimLS&(T,(r+,Z’) T,(r,Z’))+dim~S~(T,(7+, I”) T,(r,Z”))-2n. 
PROPOSITION 25. Let t be a formal differential expression of order n 
which is defined on an interval I& R with end points a c b, and suppose that 
a is a fixed end point of Z. Let fc g(T,(z+) T,(z)). Then f”‘(a) =O, for 
i=O, 1, . . . . 2n- 1. 
Proof First, we show that if f E ~(T,(z)), then f”‘(a) = 0, for 
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i = 0, 1, . ..) n - 1. Suppose that {#m} E W:(Z) such that [ [r5, -f]] r0(rj + 0. 
We have #lt;’ (a) = 0, for i = 0, 1, . . . . n - 1 and for all m. Thus 
If( = m”f”, If’%) - 4!,%4 < K. [L-f- &,Jl rocrj + 0, 
for some K > 0. Thus f(‘)(a) = 0, for i = 0, 1, . . . . n - 1. Second, we note that 
the same is true for any g E 9( T,(r+)): g(‘)(a) = 0, for i= 0, 1, . . . . n - 1. 
Now, choose fe 9( 7’,(r +) T,,(r)). Then r(f) E 9( T,(r + )). Thus, according 
to the material immediately preceding, [7(f)]"'(a) = 0, for i = 0, 1, . . . . n - 1. 
In particular, for i = 0, we have 
o= s(f)(u)= c,(u)f'"'(u)+ .. . +c(u)f(u). 
Since f(u) =f’(a) = Se. =f’“- “(a) = 0, since fe 9( T,(z)), and since 
c (a) # 0 then f’“‘(u) = 0. 
“To prove that f’” + “(a) = . . . =f(*+ “(a) = 0, we use induction on i, for 
1~ i< IZ - 1. From material above, [z(f)](')(u) = 0. Then, algebra shows 
that 
[z(f)]"'(u)-c (u)f'"+"(u) n 
is a linear combination of {f(u),f’(u), . . ..f(“+‘-“(a)}. But previous induc- 
tion has shown that 0 =f(u) = . . . =f(n+i-l)(u). Thus c,(u)f’” + ‘)(a) = 0. 
But c,(u) # 0. Hence, f ‘” + i) (a) = 0. Completing the induction shows that 
0 =f(u) = . . . =f’2”-‘)(a). Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 26. Let 7 be a formal differential expression of order n, 
which is defined on an interval ZC R. Let m denote the number of fixed end 
points of I. Then 
[T,(z+) T,(z): To(7+) T,(z)] 2 2mn. 
Proof If m = 0, there is nothing to prove. 
Let u c b denote the end points of I. Suppose that a is a fixed end point 
ofZ. Choose c,deZsuch that u<c<dcb. Choosef,,f,,...,f2,-,EC00(Z) 
to have support confined to [a, c], and such that f yJ(u)=6ii, for 
0 G i, j d 2n - 1. Clearly, fO, . . . . fin _ , are linearly independent and belong to 
9(T,(7+) T,(t)), and, by the preceding proposition, span{ fO, . . . . fin- 1} n 
9(T,,(r+) T,(z))=‘(O). Thus, [T,(7+) T,(z): To(7+) T,(z)] 22n. 
If b is also a fixed end point, choose g,, . . . . g,,- I E Cm(Z) to have 
support in [d, b] and such that gji)(b) = 6,. The { gi} are evidently linearly 
independent, and independent of 9( To(7+) T,(z)) u span{ fO, . . . . f2+ 1}. In 
this case, [T,(r+) T,(z): T,,(z+) T,(z)] = 4n. Q.E.D. 
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